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Nordic Railways - Rolling Stock
Recognition Guide brings you around 150
of the most commonly seen electric,
electric-hybrid and diesel locomotives,
electric and diesel multiple units and some
vintage museum equipment for easy
recognition. Some of these are unique,
many rare. Most vehicles also have much
data added there through research and
studying by the actual vehicles. Crowning
the book are 250 pictures, so you will be
able to browse through a certain section if
you see something interesting and wish to
know more. Contents: 0. Welcome! 1.
Rolling Stock in Sweden and Norway 1.1.
Electric Locomotives 1.2. Some Vintage
Electric
Locomotives
1.3.
Diesel
Locomotives and Locotractors 1.3. Electric
Multiple Units 1.4. Diesel Multiple Units
and Railcars 2. Rolling Stock in Denmark
2.1. Electric Locomotives 2.2. Diesel
Locomotives 2.3. Electric Multiple Units
2.4. Diesel Multiple Units 3. Rolling Stock
in Finland 3.1. Electric and Electric Hybrid
Locomotives 3.2. Diesel Locomotives and
Locotractors
3.3.
Vintage
Diesel
Locomotives, Broad Gauge 3.4. Electric
Multiple Units 3.5. Diesel Multiple Units
and Railbuses 3.6. Helsinki Metro 3.7.
Helsinki Trams 4. Rolling Stock of Iceland
5. Other books from Bonbytes Publishing
If you wish to know more about the
railroad rolling stock in the Nordic
countries Sweden, Norway, Denmark,
Finland and Iceland, this book will provide
you a wealth of information!
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